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Friday 12th June 2020 

Spot Light on Excellence…...     
 

Fantastic fundraising 
 
For my spotlight I would like to 
share with everyone how proud I 
am of one of our   pupils. At the 
beginning of lockdown, Roxy set 
herself the challenge of completing 
30 cartwheels everyday that she 
was at home. Although this has 
turned out to be longer than she 
may have first expected she has 
kept her goal and still continues her 
challenge. At the beginning of this 
week, she had raised over £1,000 
for the NHS. This is a fantastic 
achievement and it is all down to 
her dedication. Well done Roxy, it 
is great to see that you continue to 
be a shining light. 
 
Mrs J Smith 
Associate Headteacher 

Next week…  

Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

  

Early collection– Group 

A & K 12:30pm 

Group B & C 12:15pm  

Group D 12:20pm 

  

Update 
We have continued to welcome children from Years N, R, 1 and 6 

back into our schools this week. The children have settled into 
the routines and are now used to the frequent handwashing and 
the concept of staying apart from each other.  
This week the government announced that schools could  open 
more widely IF they had the capacity. Unfortunately at our 
schools we do not have the capacity to open new social groups 
for other year groups to attend. We are of course conscious of 
the time some children have been out of school but with the 
guidance as it stands there is no way we can change the system 
in place safely to provide more places.  Our online learning offer 
via Eschools remains in place and engaging with that remains  
important in keeping brains ticking over. 
There has also been mention of a 'catch up programme' over the 
summer holidays. We have no further information on this. As 
soon as we know anything, we will be passing information on to 
you as parents. 
We are looking for a way to get the children into school to spend 
some time with their current teacher and talk to them about 
moving on to their new teacher. This will rely heavily on the 
weather as it will need to be outdoors so as not to 'pop' the     
existing bubbles in school. We are looking to finalise these plans 
within the next week and will get information out as soon as we 
can. 
In terms of September, there are no concrete plans or guidance 
from the Department for Education yet. We will plan for a 

'normal' start with all children allocated to their new classes but 
this may well not be the case with further phased opening. The 
prospect of 'blended learning' (learning between school and 
online) could be an option moving into the new academic year.  
As always, the children remain at the heart of the decisions we 
are making. They are all still very important parts of our puzzle 
here at school. We can't wait for the day when they can all be 
back in the box safely. 
M Cross 

Our Chosen Charity 

This years chosen charity is  

Zoë’s Place. 

 Zoë’s Place is a baby hospice that provides     

palliative, respite and end-of-life care to 

babies and infants. 

 

Our Total so far is: 

£235.06 




